The article presents an overview and analysis of international legal regulations on climate change. The authors examine how the international regime related to climate change has evolved in multilateral agreements. A special focus is put on the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities which became the basis of discord among states in discussing targets and responsibilities in climate change mitigation. The authors note that in 2015 the international climate change regime entered a new stage where the most important role is determined for developing countries, both in the legal and in the financial infrastructure, and in the formation of an international climate change policy.

The importance of the participation of Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS) in an international climate change regime has been recognized for some time. The article describes the policy and regulations on climate-related issues in BRICS. The authors compare the key actions and measures BRICS have taken for complying with international climate change documents. They highlight that global climate change action cannot be successful without BRICS countries’ involvement. BRICS must therefore make adequate efforts in emissions reduction measures and significant commitments in respect of the international climate change regime. The authors propose three major steps for BRICS to take the lead in dealing with climate change. First, BRICS need to foster further discussion and cooperation on climate issues and work out an obligatory legal framework to fight climate change collectively as well as unified legislation at their
domestic levels. Second, Russia and other BRICS countries have the potential to cooperate in the field of renewable energy through the exchange of technology, investment in the sector, and the participation of their energy companies in each other’s domestic market. Assuming Russia will support the development and enhancement of renewable technologies in BRICS countries, it can take a leadership position in the group. Third, in the international process of tackling climate-related issues BRICS should act as a bloc. Russia’s distancing itself from its partners is considered a deficiency in strengthening the BRICS countries’ role in global governance. BRICS are capable of serving as a vigorous platform in driving climate change negotiations leading to effective binding regulations in 2020–2030 and, provided that the countries cooperate successfully, BRICS will carry the combined weight of the entire group in the global arena.
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1. Introduction

One of the global objectives of sustainable development set forth by the international community is to improve the quality of life within the constraints of the natural environment. The primary way to achieve this is to mitigate global
climate change. The global problem of climate change is addressed in the plethora of international documents which have formed the legal framework governing the activities of states to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, to create and implement the best technologies, and to cooperate in the area of protecting the ozone layer. By the mid-1980s, the accumulating observed evidence of actual ozone layer depletion was a key factor leading countries into the era of climate change.

The politics of global climate change are as complex as the science underpinning the debate. State, regional and multilateral efforts to address climate change differ in scope, focus and style. There is also great diversity in the social and legal systems in the states that have undertaken to regulate climate issues. Different countries have widely divergent histories, levels of wealth, economic conditions, cultures, and systems of government and laws, hence, they regulate environmental protection according to their own conceptions, legal instruments, and national norms. Some countries are more experienced in regulating efficiently matters related to the natural environment, while others have little experience in using regulatory instruments in respect of this question.

The problem of climate change, however, cannot be solved by the efforts of any one country acting alone. Successful climate change mitigation, firstly, will require global consensus and efficient global environmental agreement on the appropriate response to climate change. The effectiveness of such an agreement depends on the participation of both developed and developing nations. All countries acknowledge the need to reduce ozone-depleting emissions though some developed countries are reluctant to ratify climate change agreements, for instance the Kyoto Protocol, and developing countries lack adequate commitment to reduce their emissions. It is crucial that all governments comply with international agreements and not set emissions reduction targets with ambiguous sustainability goals, which only undermines long-term efforts at the domestic level, i.e. replacement of state policy, extensive amendments in legislation, and special judicial or administrative measures.

This paper analyzes the efforts of Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS) in complying with the existing international climate change regime as well as the transformation in their domestic policy and regulations addressing climate change in the last decade. The objective of the research is to determine the role of the

---


BRICS countries in the future global response to climate change and to propose steps that Russia needs to adopt in order to be capable of taking the lead in this area.

2. The Evolution of Multilateral Environmental Agreements on Climate Change

The Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer (1985) became the first document establishing the duty of state Parties to

adopt appropriate legislative or administrative measures and cooperate in harmonizing appropriate policies to control, limit, reduce or prevent human activities under their jurisdiction or control should it be found that these activities have or are likely to have adverse effects resulting from modification or likely modification of the ozone layer (Article 2).4

The Convention provided a list of chemical substances which have the potential to modify and deplete the properties of the ozone layer. In addition, the document required participating countries to adopt legislative measures to control and limit the behavior of individuals within a state’s jurisdiction to prevent them from conducting activities which are shown to cause further depletion of the ozone layer. The participants also agreed to cooperate in the research effort to determine which human activities effect the depletion of the ozone layer, although individual participating countries had the latitude to exploit their own resources in accordance with their own environmental policies.5 Generally speaking, this document was of a framework nature and imposed no specific obligations on the signatory countries in reducing consumption and production of ozone-depleting substances (ODS). In 1987, the Montreal Protocol6 amended the Vienna Convention by specifically providing for the Parties’ gradual reduction in the production and consumption of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and other ozone-depleting chemicals. The Montreal Protocol also set controls on the trade of such chemicals with non-Parties. In 1990, the London Amendment to the Montreal Protocol strengthened these control measures by requiring the Parties to phase out the production of CFCs by the year 2000, and to gradually phase out other controlled substances by 2005.7 Subsequently,

a number of amendments were adopted extending the list of banned substances,\textsuperscript{8} banning the import of the controlled substances from any state not a Party to the Protocol as well as establishing and implementing a system for licensing the import and export of controlled substances,\textsuperscript{9} and establishing deadlines for the production and consumption of these substances.\textsuperscript{10}

The Montreal Protocol divides its Parties into categories – developed and developing countries, but only countries under the latter category have special rights. This mechanism is based on the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities and has a crucial meaning for international cooperation. Article 5, paragraph 1 of the Protocol provides delayed compliance for developing countries; it reads:

Any Party that is a developing country and whose annual calculated level of consumption of the controlled substances in Annex A is less than 0.3 kilograms per capita on the date of the entry into force of the Protocol for it, or any time thereafter until January 1, 1999, shall, in order to meet its basic domestic needs, be entitled to delay for ten years its compliance with the control measures set out in Articles 2A to 2E.\textsuperscript{11}

This means that every developing country is granted a grace period if its emissions are below a certain threshold (making them “Article 5, paragraph 1 Parties”).\textsuperscript{12} The 10-year grace period that was arranged made it possible to require developing countries to meet the same obligations as developed countries.\textsuperscript{13} The Montreal Protocol accordingly provides another mechanism for developing countries – a special fund to facilitate implementation. This emphasizes that developing


\textsuperscript{11} Montreal Protocol, Art. 5, para. 1.


\textsuperscript{13} Sarah Davidson Ladly, Border Carbon Adjustments, WTO-law and the Principle of Common but Differentiated Responsibilities, 12 International Environmental Agreements 63 (2012).
countries are minor contributors to current global climate problems, have lower capacities, and still have high levels of poverty that need to be addressed first.¹⁴

In 1992, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change was adopted and signed by most of the countries of the world. The ultimate objective of this Convention is stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system. Such a level should be achieved within a time frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure that food production is not threatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a sustainable manner.¹⁵

The Convention divides countries into three main groups according to differing commitments. Annex I Parties include the industrialized countries that were members of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 1992, plus countries with economies in transition (the EIT Parties), including the Russian Federation, the Baltic states, and several central and eastern European states. Annex II Parties consist of the OECD members of Annex I, but not the EIT Parties. The countries in Annex II are obliged to assist the developing country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change in meeting the costs of adaptation to those adverse effects. They are required to “take all practicable steps to promote, facilitate and finance, as appropriate, the transfer of, or access to, environmentally sound technologies and know-how to other Parties, particularly developing country Parties, to enable them to implement the provisions of the Convention.”¹⁶

Thus, the developed countries that are Parties to the Convention obligate themselves to take the lead in dealing with this problem by promising to implement national policies and to take the corresponding measures to assist in the reduction of greenhouse gases.

Non-Annex I Parties (the third group) are mostly developing countries. Certain groups of developing countries are recognized by the Convention as being especially vulnerable to the adverse impacts of climate change, including countries with low-lying coastal areas and those prone to desertification and drought. Others (such as countries that rely heavily on income from fossil fuel production and commerce)


¹⁶ Id. Art. 4, paras. 4, 5.
feel more vulnerable to the potential economic impacts of climate change response measures. The Convention emphasizes activities that promise to answer the special needs and concerns of these vulnerable countries, such as investment, insurance, and technology transfer.\footnote{Parties and Observers, United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (Aug. 1, 2016), available at http://unfccc.int/parties_and_observers/items/2704.php.} Funding provided by Annex II Parties is channeled mostly through the Convention’s financial mechanisms.

Despite the commitments declared by the Convention on Climate Change, it places no legally binding requirements on the Parties. The Kyoto Protocol of 1997, however, amended the Convention by imposing the specific legal requirements that the initial agreement lacked.\footnote{Pollock & Jemison 1999, at 27.} In particular, the Kyoto Protocol’s major feature is that it has mandatory targets on GHG emissions for the world’s leading economies that have accepted it.\footnote{A Summary of the Kyoto Protocol, United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (Aug. 1, 2016), available at http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/background/items/2879.php.} Thus, it requires industrialized and developed countries to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases to 5% below 1990 levels between 2008 and 2012, although it specifically declines to extend the reduction of emissions requirement to developing countries. Further, based on the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),\footnote{Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report. Contribution of Working Groups I, II and III to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Core Writing Team, R.K. Pachauri & A. Reisinger, eds., Geneva: IPCC, 2007) (Aug. 1, 2016), also available at https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr_full_report.pdf.} industrialized countries need to achieve aggregate emissions cuts of 25%–40% by 2020 in order to limit global warming to 2°C. To achieve these objectives, the Kyoto Protocol provides three mechanisms for countries to control their emissions through flexible arrangements. For trade with developing countries, the Kyoto Protocol created a Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) that accepts contributions from industrialized countries, invests in emissions abatement in developing countries, and obtains certified emissions reductions in return, which it credits to the industrialized investor countries’ targets. The CDM can be seen as a vehicle for “joint implementation with credit,” but potentially through a centralized fund rather than through decentralized bilateral investments.\footnote{Jonathan Baert Wiener, Global Environmental Regulation: Instrument Choice in Legal Context, 108 Yale Law Journal 677 (1999).}

The Protocol’s first commitment period started in 2008 and ended in 2012, and at that time the need for a new international agreement on climate change became evident. The global community admitted that the first phase of the Protocol had failed to slow global carbon emissions.\(^\text{23}\) One of the main reasons for this was that it was not well thought out enough to make it a realistic way for developed countries to reduce their emissions levels. As The New Yorker magazine put it in one article, “\text{[T]he best way for a Kyoto signatory to cut its carbon output has been to suffer a well-timed industrial implosion…}”\(^\text{24}\) No developed country has succeeded in cutting emissions levels unless its economy completely crashed. That does not bode well for future attempts to lower GHG emissions.\(^\text{25}\) The Copenhagen Climate Summit, which took place in 2009, raised climate change policy to the highest political level and made an effort to negotiate for effective global climate change cooperation, including improvements to the Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol.\(^\text{26}\) Even though this 15\(^{\text{th}}\) session of the Conference of the Parties (COP) produced the Copenhagen Accord, which clearly expressed the political intent to constrain carbon emissions and respond to climate change, in both the short and the long term, again the states failed to establish a comprehensive international climate change regime.\(^\text{27}\) The unilateral pledges under the Copenhagen Accord would limit warming to some 3˚C by 2100. The document was not legally binding; however, it placed the issue on the agenda of future climate change negotiations.\(^\text{28}\)

One evident reason for the international climate change regime’s deficiency is the debate among states over the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities, which was created by the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development\(^\text{29}\) and articulated in the Montreal Protocol and the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change with Kyoto Protocol Annexes. Many researchers have noted that international


\(^{27}\) Id.

\(^{28}\) Anna Korppoo, Russia’s Climate Commitments: Which GDP Growth Contributes to Emissions?, International Association for Energy Economics, Fourth Quarter 2010, at 23.

instruments in the field of climate change are highly politicized. The principle creates tension between developing and developed countries fueled by ongoing disagreements over how to interpret it, particularly when it comes to establishing and achieving meaningful mitigation targets. To begin with, some developing countries blame the developed world for having created the global warming crisis in the first place, because it was the developed countries that emitted most of the carbon dioxide during the 20th century, and vulnerable countries perceive that it should be the developed countries that ought to pay to address the challenge.

In addition, a delay in compliance with international obligations on the production and consumption of ozone-depleting substances in developing countries cannot be reconciled with the interests of humanity and future generations, because it allows developing countries to increase this production. The fact that the developed countries emitted large amounts of ODS previously does not necessarily mean that developing countries should now be allowed to emit an equal amount over a similar time frame. This would not be sustainable in terms of protecting the climate system for the present and future generations, because the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is already high.

Moreover, developing countries have resisted adopting verifiable carbon dioxide targets for fear of the impacts on their economies and have chosen not to accept commitments under the international documents. On the other hand, as efforts to mitigate climate change require the reduction of emissions by all major emitters, industrialized countries argue that the dichotomy between developed and developing countries is no longer tenable to the extent that emerging economies still fall under the category of developing countries without clear and binding responsibilities. Emerging economies, such as Brazil, China, India, South Africa and major oil producers, still have an interest in not taking the same responsibilities as traditional developed countries.

---


31 *The Global Climate Change Regime*, supra note 22.

32 India’s foreign minister warned in 2007 that “attempts to secure uncompensated GHG abatement commitments from developing countries is not the way forward.” He instead pressed for “a constructive response recognising common but differentiated responsibilities for the developed and developing countries.” Mukherjee also argued that “the mitigation (of GHG) regime must not reduce the prospects for economic growth and poverty alleviation” in developing countries. *See in detail* Julio Godoy, G8 Makes Room at Table for Emerging Five, Global Policy Forum, June 1, 2007 (Jul. 15, 2016), available at https://www.globalpolicy.org/component/content/article/209/42852.html; *see also* Karl Mathiesen, Climate Talks: Should Rich Countries Pay for Damage Caused by Global Warming?, The Guardian, Environment, November 20, 2013 (Jul. 20, 2016), available at https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/nov/20/climate-talks-rich-countries-pay-damage-global-warming.

The architecture for global climate governance looked particularly shaky after the 15th COP failed to overcome entrenched differences among the major Parties and deliver targeted emissions cuts. Following Copenhagen, COP-16, held in Cancun, Mexico, made some strides towards effective multilateral action, but the regime still fell well short of promoting needed action to effect positive change, including committing to a post-Kyoto framework. At the launch of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, 17th session of the Conference of the Parties (COP-17) in Durban, South Africa, many climate change experts were concerned that the Kyoto Protocol could expire in 2012 with no secondary legally binding accord on limiting global emissions in place. This fear, however, was somewhat assuaged as the nearly two hundred countries present at COP-17 approved an extension of the Protocol through 2017, and potentially 2020. A decision was also reached at the conference to draft a successor accord to the Kyoto Protocol by 2015, which would ultimately come into force in 2020. Delegates also envisioned that the new accord should include GHG emissions targets for all countries, regardless of their level of economic development. This framework notably contrasted with that of the Kyoto Protocol, which primarily focuses on reducing emissions emanating from developed countries.

Hence, at the end of 2012 the climate change policy of the international community entered a new stage. COP-18, which took place in Doha, Qatar (November–December 2012), delivered significant results. Going into the conference, all the major Parties had clearly signaled that they were unlikely to move beyond existing pledges. Countries were seeking to conclude negotiations on a second Kyoto Protocol commitment period, terminate parallel Convention talks on how to enhance collective climate change action by all countries, and give shape and direction to the new process for agreeing to a new international climate change treaty in 2015.

The old approach, as described above, was based on a strict division of responsibilities between developed and developing countries. The new approach provides unified action by all countries, where the most important role is for developing countries, both in the financial infrastructure and in the formation of a global climate policy. This approach is characterized by very active actions by the countries themselves to develop market-based and non-GHG emissions regulation mechanisms. Big emitters, including the BRICS countries, put forward their own complementary initiatives.

For example, the environment ministers from each of the BRICS countries met in April 2015 to discuss the crisis of climate change. The success

34 The Global Climate Change Regime, supra note 22.


36 Кокорин А.О. Современная климатическая политика мирового сообщества и ее значимость для России [Alexey O. Kokorin, Modern Climate Policy of the International Community and Its Importance for Russia] (Moscow: WWF, 2013).
of the BRICS Environment Ministers meeting lay in its decision to launch cooperation on environmental issues by setting up a steering committee to coordinate efforts and by sharing technologies and best practices. The ministers discussed proposals of mutual cooperation to tackle issues of water, air, industrial pollution, waste management, and sewerage treatment. In this context, the BRICS Bank, with a $100 billion corpus, could play a constructive role, investing in the promotion of green technology, and providing financial aid to help reduce air pollution.37

The new climate change regime was eventually established in December 2015 in Paris where, after 20 years of fraught meetings, negotiators from nearly 200 countries signed on to a legal agreement that set ambitious goals to limit temperature rises and to hold governments to account for reaching those targets.38 Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change adopted the Paris Agreement at the 21st session of the Conference of the Parties. The purpose of the Agreement is formulated in its Article 2 as “holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, recognizing that this would significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change.”39 The goal of limiting the global temperature increase to 1.5°C is a big leap below (thus, more stringent than) the 2°C that nearly 200 countries had agreed to as a limit six years earlier in Copenhagen.40 The Agreement will be implemented to reflect equity and the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities, in the light of different national circumstances.41 Developing countries are determined with a special status expressed in Article 4 of the Agreement, which says:

Developed country Parties shall continue taking the lead by undertaking economy-wide absolute emission reduction targets. Developing country Parties should continue enhancing their mitigation efforts, and are encouraged to move over time towards economy-wide emission reduction or limitation targets in the light of different national circumstances. Support shall be provided to developing country Parties for the implementation of this Article, in accordance with Articles 9, 10 and 11, recognizing that enhanced

40 Paris Climate Deal, supra note 38.
41 Paris Agreement, Art. 2, para. 2.
support for developing country Parties will allow for higher ambition in their actions.\textsuperscript{42}

Thus, the Agreement sustains the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities as articulated in the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. The Agreement introduces a new committing instrument – Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDC). Parties, according to Article 4, will prepare, communicate and maintain successive nationally determined contributions that… [they] intend to achieve… [and] pursue domestic mitigation measures with the aim of achieving the objectives of such contributions… Each Party shall communicate a nationally determined contribution every five years… [and inform COP] about the outcomes of the global stocktake referred to in Article 14.

Before the conference in Paris started, more than 180 countries had submitted pledges to cut or curb their carbon emissions through INDCs. The INDCs are recognized under the Agreement, but are not legally binding. A Party may at any time adjust its existing nationally determined contribution with a view to enhancing its level of ambition, in accordance with guidance adopted by the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Paris Agreement.

The Paris Agreement will enter into force in 2020.\textsuperscript{43} The documents inaugurate a new era in international climate change regulation with a more ambitious objective and a special role for each country Party that clearly defines its targets and formulates its implementation action plan.

3. BRICS Countries’ Domestic Policies and Regulations Related to Climate Change

BRICS countries are not an exception in respect of the global climate change agenda. All of them are signatory parties to the major international instruments governing the impact on the ozone layer and the climate, but BRICS countries are given a different status that determines their different roles and responsibilities in the climate change regime. In particular Brazil, China, India and South Africa are in the list of Parties categorized as operating under Article 5, paragraph 1 of the

\begin{itemize}
  \item Paris Agreement, Art. 4, para. 4.
  \item As of August 3, 2016, there are 180 signatories to the Paris Agreement. Of these, 22 states have also deposited their instruments of ratification, acceptance or approval accounting in total for 1.08% of the total global GHG emissions.
\end{itemize}
Montreal Protocol,\textsuperscript{44} which means they are granted a grace period as to the Protocol’s commitment, because their level of consumption of the controlled substances is less than 0.3 kilograms per capita. Russia is in the list of Parties categorized as operating under Article 2 of the Montreal Protocol, meaning the country has the imposed obligation to reduce the production and consumption of ozone-depleting substances by different means, including:

- cooperate by means of systematic observations, research and information exchange in order to better understand and assess the effects of human activities on the ozone layer and the effects on human health and the environment from modification of the ozone layer;
- adopt appropriate legislative or administrative measures… and policies to control, limit, reduce or prevent human activities under their jurisdiction or control should it be found that these activities have or are likely to have adverse effects resulting from modification or likely modification of the ozone layer;
- cooperate in the formulation of agreed measures, procedures and standards for the implementation of… [the Vienna Convention and the Protocol];
- cooperate with competent international bodies to implement effectively… [the Convention and the Protocol].\textsuperscript{45}

Accordingly, the Russian Federation is the only one of the BRICS countries included in Annex I of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (as an EIT Party),\textsuperscript{46} i.e. the country assumes special obligations to take all possible measures for abatement of GHG emissions.

Brazil, China, India and South Africa are non-Annex I Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and do not have a formal obligation under the Convention and the associated Kyoto Protocol to reduce their GHG emissions. However, they are still required to take actions to encourage such reductions. The state of their domestic GHG emissions policies may indicate their readiness to undertake further binding commitments.

The BRICS nations have undertaken very different role behaviors within the international climate change regime. For example, at Copenhagen (COP-15) in 2009 Russia distanced itself from the other BRICS countries.\textsuperscript{47} For a long period of time the


\textsuperscript{45} Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, Art. 2.


country remained largely irrelevant in international negotiations on climate change and positioned itself as reluctant to set clear-cut targets and change domestic climate-related legislation.\(^{48}\) In contrast, the other BRICS countries have been playing a crucial role in international discussions and meetings since 2007.\(^{49}\)

### 3.1. Brazil

Brazil produces 2.8% of the world’s greenhouse gases and it is considered the seventh largest emitter of greenhouse gases according to 2014 World Resources Institute figures.\(^{50}\) However, the majority of its power comes from hydroelectricity. Consequently, Brazil’s energy sector contributes little to its GHG emissions. Unsustainable land use, large livestock numbers, large-scale use of fossil fuels in its mineral processing industries and deforestation are the major emission sources. Conversely, Brazil is the world’s largest producer and consumer of ethanol, which it has added to gasoline, or used as a fuel in its own right, since the 1970s. This has reduced both GHG emissions and pollution in urban centers.\(^{51}\)

Since early 2000, Brazil has employed significant political effort to adopt climate change legislation and policies. As a result, the Brazilian emissions decreased by 41% between 2005 and 2012 from the highest reported level in 1996. This is mainly due to significant emissions reductions in the forestry and land use sector. Brazil is home to the largest part (about 60%) of the Amazon rainforest where alarming levels of deforestation in the early 2000s contributed to very high emissions.\(^{52}\) However, as a result of strong policies to fight deforestation in the Amazon, Brazil has turned this trend around.

In 2007, the Brazilian government began to reformulate its response to climate change. The result was the National Plan on Climate Change finalized in December 2008. Its overall goal was to achieve sustainable economic and social development. Its main points included:

\(^{48}\) For more information see Liliana B. Andonova & Assia Alexieva, *Continuity and Change in Russia’s Climate Negotiations Position and Strategy*, 12(5) Climate Policy 614 (2012).


\(^{52}\) Climate Action Tracker (Jul. 20, 2016), available at http://climateactiontracker.org/countries/brazil.html. The “Climate Action Tracker” is an independent science-based assessment, which tracks the emission commitments and actions of countries. The website provides an up-to-date assessment of individual national pledges, targets, and intended nationally determined contributions (INDCs) and currently implemented policy to reduce their GHG emissions.
– increasing energy efficiency leading to a decrease in electricity consumption by 10% in 2030, compared to current levels,
– maintaining a high proportion of Brazil’s electricity supply from renewable sources (Brazil sourced about 77% of its electricity from renewable sources, mainly hydropower, in 2007),
– encouraging the increased use of biofuels in the transport sector (the proportion of biofuel use was already high) and work towards a sustainable international market for such fuels,
– sustained reduction in de-forestation rates, particularly in the Amazon region; the aim is to reduce the rate of de-forestation by 70% by 2017 in gradual stages,
– increasing research and development to precisely identify environmental impacts and minimize the costs of adaptation, and
– eliminating net loss of forest cover by 2015 through re-forestation and establishment of forest plantations.\textsuperscript{53}

Brazil has identified the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) as the main avenue for international cooperation on climate change matters, though the National Action Plan noted that changes to the CDM regime may need to be made. This strategy comes on top of extensive existing measures that are either aimed at mitigating climate change or have that outcome.\textsuperscript{54}

The National Plan on Climate Change was updated after the consultation process ended in December 2014. In the updated plan, the country voluntarily establishes an emissions reduction target of 36.1% to 38.9% by 2020 with 2005 as a baseline. Emissions reduction targets are presented for four designated strategic areas: deforestation (24.7%), agriculture and livestock (4.9% to 6.1%), energy (6.1% to 7.7%) and the steel sector (0.3% to 0.4%). The policy leaves specific implementation measures to be either established by decree or determined by the Second Brazilian Inventory on GHG Emissions and Reductions. It also incorporates all laws, measures, and policies pertaining to climate change.\textsuperscript{55}

In 2010, the President passed a Decree establishing a nationwide target for annual GHG emissions of 2.1bn tons of CO\textsubscript{2}e by 2020, as compared to the current 2020 projection of 3.2bn tons of CO\textsubscript{2}e. This Decree made Brazil the first developing country to institute an absolute limit on its GHG emissions. The Decree also requires the elaboration of sectoral plans outlining mitigation actions for key economic sectors, with targets to be revised on a tri-annual basis. Currently there are eight


\textsuperscript{55} Id.
sectoral plans, in different phases of implementation: the Action Plan to Prevent and Control Deforestation in the Amazon; the Action Plan to Prevent and Control Deforestation and Fire in the Cerrado; the Low-Carbon Agriculture Plan; the Ten-Year National Energy Expansion Plan; the Plan for Climate Change Mitigation for the Consolidation of a Low-Carbon Economy in the Manufacturing Industry; the Low-Carbon Mining Plan; the Plan on Transportation and Urban Mobility for Climate Change Mitigation; and the Health Mitigation and Adaptation Plan. The agriculture, manufacturing industry, mining, and health plans are new plans especially prepared in response to the climate legislation, while the other four plans pre-existed the National Policy on Climate Change and were taken as sectoral plans.56

In September 2015, Brazil submitted its Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC), with a target to reduce net GHG emissions, including land use, land use change, and forestry, by 37% below 2005 levels by 2025. In addition, it mentioned an “indicative contribution” to reduce emissions by 43% below 2005 levels by 2030. The country intends to achieve these targets through a series of measures, including reaching a share of 45% renewables in the total energy mix by 2030.57

In this way, Brazil becomes one of the first major developing countries that has set a high emissions reduction target and emphasizes its willingness to do more in the context of an international environmental agreement.58 However, Brazil characterizes its actions as conditional on financial support.59

Additionally, policymakers in Brazil argue that investing in a green economy that takes the environment and climate into consideration would slow down Brazil’s economic growth rate and undermine objectives for social inclusion. This clearly illustrates the “prioritization tension” created by the emergence of environmental policy issues in the context of poverty reduction. Furthermore, Brazilian policymakers are wary of the possibility of developed countries imposing export barriers on other countries based on non-adherence to mandates for action on environmental and climate issues.60

57 Climate Action Tracker, supra note 52.
58 Executive Summary, supra note 54, at 20.
59 Climate Action Tracker, supra note 52.
3.2. Russia

Russia’s share in global emissions of greenhouse gases is 5.2%, making the country the fifth biggest emitter in the world. Russia, unlike other BRICS countries, has obligations for systematic reduction of the production and consumption of ODS under international agreements.

The history of the Russian Federation’s compliance with the international climate change regime was rather difficult in the 1990s. The Russian Federation, classified as a non-Article 5 Party to the Montreal Protocol, submitted a statement to the Meeting of the Parties to the effect that it might not meet compliance requirements for the phaseout of halons by 1994, and CFCs by 1996, due in part to the country’s domestic conditions. This submission was treated by the Secretariat as a submission under paragraph 4 of the non-compliance procedure and referred to the Implementation Committee.

At the Conferences of the Parties, the Implementation Committee of the Ozone Secretariat noted the situations of non-compliance in the Russian Federation with the Montreal Protocol. Through Decision VII/18 it “allowed” the Russian Federation to export to the non-Article 5 Parties of the former USSR, which had traditionally depended on Russia for all of its supply of ODS. This implicitly suspended the right of the Russian Federation to export to other non-Article 5 Parties, or to Article 5 Parties, to meet their basic domestic needs as provided in Articles 2A-2F and 2H. In response to this development, on 9 December 2000 the Prime Minister signed the Appeal to the Parties to the Vienna Convention and the Montreal Protocol, confirming Russia’s intention to phase out production of ODS as from 20 December 2000 and followed this with a set of domestic regulations. In 2003, the 15th COP recognized

62 Ge et al., supra note 50.
63 Parties to the Montreal Protocol have issued a number of cautions to non-compliant Parties in accordance with paragraph B of the Indicative List of Measures that might be taken in case of non-compliance and threatened to consider other measures such as trade restrictions in order to ensure that the supply of ozone-depleting substances which are the subject of non-compliance is ceased and the exporting Parties are not contributing to the non-compliance situation. See in detail The Montreal Protocol: Celebrating 20 Years of Environmental Progress: Ozone Layer and Climate Protection 88 (D. Kaniaru, ed., London: Cameron May, 2007).
65 Русакова Ю.А. Климатическая политика Российской Федерации и решение проблем изменения глобального климата, 1(40) Вестник МГИМО-Университета 170 (2015) [Julia A. Rusakova, Russian Climate Policy and Addressing Global Climate Change, 1(40) Herald of the MGIMO-University 170 (2015)].
and stated its appreciation for the return to full compliance by the Russian Federation in 2002.\textsuperscript{66}

The ratification of the Kyoto Protocol by Russia in 2004 was crucial for the entry into force of this international treaty. The Protocol was ratified by Federal law No. 128-FZ of November 4, 2004,\textsuperscript{67} but unfortunately was not followed by any action plan or subsequent climate-related legislation. The main legislation on climate and emissions mitigation rested mainly on various laws on establishing the domestic compliance instruments as required by the Protocol. An important component of the Protocol’s framework, the “joint implementation mechanism,” was adopted in Russian legislation in 2009 in accordance with Article 6 of the Protocol.\textsuperscript{68} Regrettably, only a few of the joint implementation projects have been approved, as they were not considered by the special commission established in the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia with the participation of other federal executive bodies and were not approved by the relevant ministries.\textsuperscript{69}

The evolution of the Russian emissions limitation pledge for the future climate change regime since summer 2009 has been intriguing. In June 2009, Russian President Dmitry Medvedev announced a 2020 emissions reduction target of 10%–15% below 1990 levels.\textsuperscript{70} At the EU-Russia Summit in Stockholm in November 2009 he pledged a deeper target of 22%–25% over the same period;\textsuperscript{71} in Copenhagen (at COP-15) the negotiation process never reached the stage of bargaining over emissions reduction commitments due to fundamental differences between the developed and developing country groups. After the summit, the UNFCCC Secretariat invited pledges under the Copenhagen Accord by the end of January 2010. This time, the Russian government took a step back, offering a 15%–25% limitation only from


\textsuperscript{67} Российская газета от 9 ноября 2004 г. № 3624 [Russian Newspaper, November 9, 2004, No. 3624].


\textsuperscript{70} Conversation between Dmitry Medvedev and Director of News Programmes at Russia’s Channel One, Kirill Kleimenov (Aug. 1, 2016), available at http://www.kremlin.ru/eng/speeches/2009/06/18/1241_type82916_218210.shtml.

1990 levels. Further, at a meeting of domestic stakeholders in February 2010, President Medvedev confirmed the Russian commitment to the 25% below 1990 levels target.

The Climate Doctrine, approved in 2009, marks a crucial step in Russia’s recognition of the potential benefits of mitigation measures and its willingness to engage with the international community. Although it is not legally binding, the Doctrine is a strong statement of intent. It sets strategic guidelines and targets as well as serves as a foundation for developing and implementing future climate policy, covering issues related to climate change and its consequences. The Doctrine may be characterized as a blueprint with which to harmonize domestic climate-related legislation with international standards, improve climate monitoring, and stimulate the adoption of stronger environmental standards and energy-efficiency and energy-saving measures as well as greater use of alternative (including renewable) energy sources. Although the Climate Doctrine recognizes the potential of Russia’s vast forests as a carbon sink and recommends their use, it does not set up any major forestry action.

In 2013, the Russian President issued a decree setting out the national domestic target for reducing emissions by 2020 to 25% below 1990 levels, and in March 2014 the Ministry of Economic Development rolled out a draft action plan to deliver the 2020 goal. In November 2014, the government also presented a general concept for a measuring, reporting, and verification (MRV) system for businesses as one of the measures to help attain the 2020 goal. A first set of scenarios on Russia’s emissions trajectory until 2020 and beyond (2030) has been elaborated within the Ministerial document Projection of long-term social and economic development until 2030 (March 2013), with projected GHG emissions peaking beyond 2020 and then declining again to 70% of 1990 levels by 2030.

On March 31, 2015, the Russian Federation submitted to the United Nations its INDC, proposing to reduce its emissions of net greenhouse gases by 25% to 30% below 1990 levels by 2030. This official climate action plan was submitted well in advance of the Paris COP. “After accounting by experts for forestry this is a reduction of only

---


6% to 11% below 1990 levels of GHG emissions excluding land use, land use change and forestry... and an increase of 30% to 38% compared to 2012 levels.” However, the ambitious goals announced by the Russian Federation are not supported by the current federal legislation. The Climate Doctrine of 2009 and the Comprehensive Plan for the implementation of the Climate Doctrine for the period up to 2020 adopted in 2011 do not contain effective tools to reduce GHG emissions. Moreover, the Comprehensive Plan is financially provided for neither by the federal budget nor by regional budgets and extra budgetary sources.\(^7\) State Policy of the Russian Federation in the Field of Environmental Development for the period until 2030\(^8\) was approved by the Russian president on 30 April 2012. It declared a number of global environmental problems associated with the loss of biodiversity, desertification, and other adverse environmental processes alongside the problem of climate change. But this document, in comparison with the Climate Doctrine, lacks practical measures, and the ways to achieve the targets are not set out. Targets and funding for the implementation of climate change goals are dependent on future plans for socio-economic development and the federal and regional programs to be adopted. Environmental legislation in Russia has not changed to a large extent in the wording of climate change. A few articles have been supplemented to the Federal law “On Environmental Protection” defining ozone-depleting substances (Article 1) and setting the goal of ozone-layer protection and the powers of federal authorities in regards to this issue (Article 54).\(^9\) These provisions cannot be considered sufficient in terms of establishing a legal framework for climate change mitigation in the country.

The basic document regulating the development of the Russian energy sector is the “Energy Strategy of Russia for the period up to 2030.” The main objective of the energy policy is stated as the transition from a fuel and raw material economy model to an innovative model of development. However, the Strategy assumes that “Russia will remain a major actor on the world hydrocarbon market and will actively participate in the development of electricity markets and coal, as well as the country will strengthen its position in the global nuclear power industry.” Some provisions of the Strategy outline priorities in nuclear technology and the hydropower sector. Development of

\(^{77}\) Climate Action Tracker (Jul. 20, 2016), available at http://climateactiontracker.org/countries/russianfederation.html#Footnote2.

\(^{78}\) Ларсен А.Х. и др. Изменение климата и возможности низкоуглеродной энергетики в России [A.H. Larsen et al., Climate Change and the Possibility of Low-Carbon Energy in Russia] (Moscow: RSEU, 2012).


new renewable energy sources plays a certain role in the country’s energy policy, in overall terms of production and consumption of electricity from renewable energy sources, excluding hydropower plants whose role is secondary, as the relative volume of renewable sources is estimated to be between 0.5% and 4.5%.81

There are two facts that make the climate change policy of the Russian Federation divergent from the policies of other BRICS countries.

First, the possible positive effects of climate change that Russia predicted in its Climate Doctrine. The positive effects are associated with a significant potential for effective sectoral and regional economic development, including:

– reduction in energy consumption during the (e.g., home) heating season;
– improving ice conditions and, consequently, cargo transportation conditions in the Arctic seas, which would facilitate access to the Arctic shelf and its development;
– improving the structure and expansion of land devoted to the growing of crops, as well as increasing the efficiency of livestock;
– increasing the productivity of boreal forests.82

According to some projections, countries far north of the Equator such as Canada and Russia could benefit from warmer temperatures as enormous swathes of perpetually frozen, barren territory are transformed into arable land and the extraction of mineral resources farther north of the Arctic Circle becomes possible.83

Second, compared to other regions and countries of the planet, Russia has a higher adaptive capacity owing to its large territory, significant water resources, and a relatively small proportion of the population living in areas vulnerable to climate change.84

Together, these two facts may be one reason for the country not being ambitious in setting targets for ozone-depleting emissions reductions and standing aside from active discussion of climate issues. Another possible reason is that Russia is a major fossil fuel producer, and the fact that the country’s economy is heavily based on this underlies Russia’s historically skeptical attitude regarding the necessity of international action on climate change and its slow movement in domestic legislation on climate issues.85 However, this limited and optimistic view appears misguided. It

82 Climate Doctrine of the Russian Federation, supra note 74, para 28.
83 Buckholz, supra note 75.
84 Climate Doctrine of the Russian Federation, supra note 74, para 29.
is increasingly clear that climate change is likely to adversely affect Russia in several ways, from severe weather events to territorial loss to growing instability in the country’s southern periphery and in its major cities.

The Russian government has developed a number of non-climate-specific laws that could benefit efforts to reduce GHG emissions, which is a constructive political initiative that sends a strong signal of intent, although Russia should improve its standing in international climate negotiations by strengthening the climate-specific legislation. The implementation of the regulations in place should also be strictly controlled.\(^{86}\)

### 3.3. India

India is now the world’s fourth largest emitter of greenhouse gases.\(^{87}\) Between 1990 and 2004 emissions increased by 97% – one of the highest rates of increase in the world.\(^{88}\)

India’s compliance with climate change agreements in 2000–2011 is quite difficult to assess, as the data underlying the target is not available.\(^{89}\) Under the National Fuel Policy issued in 2003 the following measures were implemented:

- new four-wheel vehicles to meet European emissions standards by 2010,
- conversion of public transport and taxies to compressed natural gas fuel,
- expansion of urban mass-transport systems, and
- expansion of ethanol–blended gasoline sales.

In addition, the government made efforts to expand the amount of forest cover in India by 1%.\(^{90}\)

A new policy in India was given life in June 2008, when the Indian Prime Ministers Council on Climate Change released India’s National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC).\(^{91}\) This document primarily offers a list of eight technological efforts, the pride of place being given to research and development of solar energy, but it does not set any numerical goals for emissions reductions or for energy intensity. The Plan
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\(^{87}\) Ge et al., * supra* note 50.


outlines eight national missions: the National Solar Mission, the National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency, the National Mission for a Green India (focusing on increasing India’s forest cover), the National Mission on Strategic Knowledge (aiming at establishing a research fund), the National Water Mission, the National Mission on Sustainable Habitat, the National Mission for Sustaining the Himalayan Ecosystem (aiming at helping protect India’s water supply), and the National Mission for Sustainable Agriculture.\textsuperscript{92}

The focus of the NAPCC is on promoting understanding of climate change and action on adaptation, mitigation, energy efficiency, and the conservation of natural resources while pursuing overall economic growth.\textsuperscript{93} Four new missions were announced under the NAPCC in 2014 – the National Wind Energy Mission, the National Human Health Mission, the National Coastal Resources Mission, and the National Waste-to-Energy Mission.\textsuperscript{94}

In addition, the country introduced energy efficiency and conservation measures with the National Mission on Enhanced Energy Efficiency, which was approved in 2010. A number of regulations and incentives promote energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy at the federal and state levels. These include a revision in 2007 of the Energy Conservation Building Code that sets minimum requirements for building envelope components, lighting, electrical systems, and water heating and pumping systems. In August 2014, the government approved the National Mission on Enhanced Energy Efficiency (NMEEE). This effort enhances investments for better technology, the creation of venture capital with a partial risk guarantee fund, an appliance rating system, and notification of a new building code for energy conservation. Energy legislation also includes the Electricity Act of 2003, which sought to better coordinate the development of the power sector and to promote efficient and environmentally benign policies. The Act recognizes the role of renewable energy in the country’s National Electricity Policy (issued in 2005) and contains key provisions relating to renewable energy. The 2006 Integrated Energy Policy that received Cabinet approval in 2008 aims to meet energy demand “at the least cost in a technically efficient, economically viable and environmentally sustainable manner.” It contains a number of policies that contribute to avoiding GHG emissions.\textsuperscript{95}

India is a non-Annex I country under the Kyoto Protocol and thus has no binding target for emissions reduction. Nonetheless, it is an active participant in the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) established by the Kyoto Protocol. The country

\textsuperscript{92} National Action Plan on Climate Change, supra note 91.


\textsuperscript{94} Id. at 3.

\textsuperscript{95} Id. at 4.
had more than 1,479 registered CDM projects as of February 2014. In 2010, India released a GHG inventory for 2007 and stated that it would be the first developing country to publish its emissions inventory in a two-year cycle going forward. Efforts by India include improved energy efficiency, increased use of renewable and nuclear power, expanded public transportation, and energy pricing reform. Rather than integrative binding legislation, India is developing a policy process to specifically target climate change.

On October 1, 2015, India submitted its INDC, including the targets to lower the emissions intensity of GDP by 33% to 35% below 2005 levels by 2030, to increase the share of non-fossil-based power generation capacity to 40% of installed electric power capacity by 2030 (equivalent to 26%–30% of power generation in 2030), and to create an additional (cumulative) carbon sink of 2.5–3 GtCO2e through additional forest and tree cover by 2030. For 2020, India earlier put forward a pledge to reduce the emissions intensity of GDP by 20% to 25% below 2005 levels by 2020. According to expert analysis, with the policies it already has in place India will achieve an emissions intensity reduction of around 41.5% below 2005 levels by 2030.96 It is obvious that this ambitious goal is in line with the country’s current policies.

3.4. China

China is the world’s number one emitter of greenhouse gases97 and the country that has officially identified that climate changes due to global warming are already occurring in its territory.98

China’s actions to tackle climate change have focused mainly on energy production and energy efficiency. Climate change was first officially referred to in legislation and regulations in China’s National Climate Change Program released in June 2007.99 The Program outlined activities both to mitigate GHG emissions and to adapt to the consequences of potential climate change. Within the Program, perhaps most challenging was China’s goal to lower its energy intensity. Related goals include more than doubling renewable energy use by 2020, expansion of nuclear, gas, and renewable generated power to displace the use of coal-fired power, closure of inefficient industrial facilities, tightened efficiency standards for buildings
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and appliances, and forest cover expansion of 20%.\textsuperscript{100} However, it is a notable feature of this Program that it rejected mandatory limits on emissions.

Recent political and legislative reforms by the country in the area of climate change have included:

– The renewable energy law has been effective since February 2005 and mandates that 16% of all energy is to come from wind, biomass, solar, and hydropower energy by 2020.

– One of China’s main concerns is to promote the development of nuclear power as part of its national energy strategy. In 2008, the National Energy Administration raised its target to 5% of installed capacity by 2020.

– China has ambitious goals to improve power sector efficiency by decommissioning small, inefficient power generators and accelerating the deployment of very advanced power plant technology (e.g., “supercritical” and “ultra-supercritical” combustion technology).

– The coal-bed methane industry is being actively developed because capturing methane (CH4) released during coal production and using it as a fuel both reduces emissions and substitutes for other fuel use and emissions.

– The Top-1000 Enterprise Efficiency Program was established in 2006 and aims to reduce energy use by China’s 1,000 most energy-intensive enterprises. These enterprises consume one-third of the country’s energy and emit the bulk of China’s GHG pollution.

– The non-military building sector accounts for some 28% of national energy consumption. New buildings constructed between 2006 and 2010 were subject to a design standard that improved energy conservation by 50%; in major cities (e.g., Beijing) buildings are subject to a 65% energy-saving standard.

– China makes more consumer appliances than any other country. In order to cut electricity growth and GHG emissions, China established energy efficiency standards and labels for lighting, air conditioners, and home appliances. The standards set a target of reducing residential electricity use by 10% by 2010.

– In 2006, China announced the decommissioning of hundreds of small, old industrial plants. Many of the plants were in the cement and steel sectors, but other chemical, refining, and manufacturing facilities were slated for closure as well.\textsuperscript{101}

These measures are repeated in China’s Policies and Actions for Addressing Climate Change (2008). In 2009, the National People’s Congress passed a comprehensive Climate Change Resolution. Technically, this is not a set of laws, but policy documents


guiding legislation. Although there is not yet a comprehensive climate change law in China, in 2010 the government announced that China would begin work on climate change legislation.\[102\]

China’s domestic climate-related laws are dominated by a focus on saving energy, reflecting the need to improve energy efficiency to enable the country to keep pace with energy demand as the economy grows strongly. China has passed an Energy Conservation Law and the 2005 Renewable Energy Law and is planning a new Energy Law, the official draft of which contains 14 chapters totaling 140 articles. The chapters are: General Principles, Energy Comprehensive Management, Energy Strategy and Planning, Energy Exploration and Transfer, Energy Supply and Service, Energy Conservation, Energy Reservation, Emergency Supplies, Energy in Suburban Areas, Energy Price and Taxes, Energy Technology, International Co-operation, Monitoring and Investigation, and Legal Responsibilities. The goals are relatively vague, with clearer targets to be set by ministries, including the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), Ministry of Construction, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Transportation, and the Bureau for Tax. China’s 12th Five-Year Plan, published in 2011, includes the target to reduce the carbon intensity of the economy by 17% of 2010 levels by 2015, which is in line with the 40%–45% from the 2005 target by 2020 committed to under the Copenhagen Accord.\[103\] Experts believe that further reductions could be possible if financial resources are made available.\[104\]

In July 2013, to strengthen top-level planning on climate change, the State Council adjusted the composition and personnel of the National Leading Group for Addressing Climate Change. All provinces established their own leading groups to address climate change, with the provincial governors chairing the groups. To underpin China’s top-level planning on climate change, the NDRC developed a National Plan to Address Climate Change (2014–2020) that outlines the framework for addressing climate change in China, including targets, tasks, and safeguarding measures. Under this framework, all provinces and municipalities must develop their own plans. The future of China’s climate policy will be heavily influenced by the 13th Five-Year Plan (2016–2020), which was endorsed in March 2016.\[105\]

It is important to note that China is an active participant in the Clean Development Mechanism, accounting for over 40% of the global emissions credits arising from such projects.\[106\] This may be a pointer as to its preferred way of participating in any new international GHG emissions-control agreement.

\[102\] Nachmany et al., supra note 99, at 2.

\[103\] Id. at 2–3.
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\[106\] Climate Change Mitigation Measures, supra note 101.
On June 30, 2015, China submitted its INDC, which includes the following targets: peak CO2 emissions by 2030 at the latest, lower the carbon intensity of GDP by 60% to 65% below 2005 levels by 2030, increase the share of non-fossil energy carriers of the total primary energy supply to around 20% by that time, and increase its forest stock volume by 4.5 billion cubic meters compared to 2005 levels. However, the emissions resulting from the 2030 carbon intensity targets if taken in isolation are significantly higher. China’s INDC actions and non-fossil energy target lead to GHG emissions levels of around 13.6 GtCO2e in 2030 and to an improvement of carbon intensity of 70%. The INDC carbon intensity target, if it dominates other elements of the INDC, national policies, and actions, would lead to much higher 2030 emissions levels.107

3.5. South Africa

South Africa joined BRICS in December 2010, at the invitation of China.108 As a developing country with high levels of poverty and perhaps the world’s most serious crisis of unemployment, South Africa needs its economy to grow as rapidly as possible. In light of this, the country continuously measures how its economic development goals are compatible with climate change commitments.

South Africa is undertaking mitigation actions which will result in a deviation below the current emissions baseline of around 34% by 2020 and by around 42% by 2025. This target was proposed during the Copenhagen negotiations and submitted to the Copenhagen Accord on 29 January 2010. This level of effort enables South Africa’s emissions to peak between 2020 and 2025, plateau for approximately a decade, and decline in absolute terms thereafter. This undertaking is conditional on a fair, ambitious, and effective agreement in the international climate change negotiations under the Climate Change Convention and the Kyoto Protocol and the provision of support from the international community.109 To achieve the target, South Africa has launched an ambitious African Renewable Energy Initiative (AREI). The launch of the initiative, which aims to produce 300 gigawatts of electricity for the continent by 2030, is a demonstration of Africa’s willingness to cooperate in the UN climate negotiations. The initiative’s goals are to help achieve sustainable development, enhance well-being, and foster sound economic development by ensuring universal access to sufficient amounts of clean, appropriate, and affordable energy. The project also aims to help African countries leapfrog towards renewable

107 Climate Action Tracker, supra note 104.
108 The Response of China, India and Brazil to Climate Change: A Perspective for South Africa 1 (University of Oxford: Smith School of Enterprise and the Environment, 2012).
energy systems that support their low-carbon development strategies while enhancing economic and energy security.  

South Africa considers the growth of a competitive renewable energy sector a key element for developing a green economy. South Africa’s rationale for investing in renewable energy is mainly the creation of “green jobs” through small- and medium-sized enterprises, while maintaining the environment by reducing carbon emissions and diversifying its energy mix to ensure energy security. South Africa showed its dedication to transitioning to low-carbon technologies and the development of a green economy in its National Development Plan which was released in 2011. The Plan detailed the country’s strategy for national growth until 2030 and called for a tax on carbon by 2015.  

On September 25, 2015, South Africa submitted its INDC, which includes the target of reducing its GHG emissions to a 20%-82% increase on 1990 levels. According to experts’ analyses, South Africa will need to implement additional policies to reach its proposed targets.

4. Conclusion – The Increasing Role of the BRICS Countries in the Implementation of Global Climate Change Goals

Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa, due to their rapid economic growth and high rates of energy consumption, are among the top GHG emitters in the world. The economic growth and increased energy demands of BRICS countries will continue to have significant impact on climate change.

The international climate change regime has sustained the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities from the time of the adoption of the Montreal Protocol to the signing of the Paris Agreement by a majority of the world’s countries. Though developing countries, including four of the BRICS countries, are not legally bound to take measures and have the right to financial support in their mitigation and adaptation process, an effective climate change regime should bring on board and place responsibility on all major GHG emitters in an equitable manner “without ignoring the historical responsibilities on the part of developed countries.”
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substance of the climate actions to be taken by developed and developing countries may differ, they should be enshrined in a single international legal instrument.

One of the reasons for BRICS countries to take more active part in the international climate talks is their exposure to high climate change risks. The record shows a close connection between a country’s economic well-being and the extent of its vulnerability to the risk of catastrophic losses from climate change.\(^\text{115}\) Like many other developing countries, Brazil, India, and South Africa face frequent financial and material losses from natural hazards, and anthropogenic climate change exacerbates old hazards and generates new ones, affecting their assets, including human, physical, and socioeconomic assets, and causes widespread indirect losses.\(^\text{116}\) The leaders of these countries understand that their national ambitions and the stability of their societies are threatened by climate change. The “rich world” can – for a while at least – afford to adapt. Developing countries, with much lower per capita incomes, have much less room to maneuver.\(^\text{117}\)

Another reason to foster climate change policy and related legislation in BRICS states is the hope of acquiring a range of financial mechanisms to achieve their climate goals. For example, the BRICS countries (excluding Russia) have demanded that the developed countries provide funds to the proposed Green Climate Fund and technology to developing countries for better adaptation and mitigation in response to climate change.\(^\text{118}\) The governments of Brazil, India, and China have been successful in encouraging the operation of the Clean Development Mechanism in their countries. At the same time, Russia has demonstrated its unwillingness to use this or other financial instruments proposed by the international climate change regime, and there remains the inability of international instruments to overcome bureaucratic obstacles at the domestic Russian level.

As illustrated above, the BRICS nations have undertaken very different role behaviors in the realm of climate change governance. Additionally, on the theme of climate finance, it is important to bear in mind the divergent approach taken by Russia and the BASIC bloc (Brazil, South Africa, India, and China). While all countries agree on strongly demanding the application of “Common but Differentiated
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\[^\text{118}\] See Li Xing, The BRICS and Beyond: The International Political Economy of the Emergence of a New World Order (Routledge, 2014).
Responsibilities and Respective Capabilities” (CBDR-RC) as well as a right-to-develop approach, Russia aligns itself with the position of its own negotiating scheme.119

Until 2012, four BRICS countries (excluding Russia), as developing economies, were not obliged to comply with the Kyoto Protocol directive of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change to reduce GHG emissions. But, with the Protocol having ended in 2012, and a new global agreement needed to curb emissions, BRICS countries have taken up voluntary emissions reduction targets in recent years. For instance, Brazil has committed to reduce its emissions by 36%–39% below 1990 levels by 2020. India has pledged to reduce its emissions by 20%–25% below 2005 levels by 2020; China’s pledge is to reduce its emissions by 40%–45% per unit of GDP by 2020 compared to 2005 levels; while South Africa has committed to reduce its GHG emissions by 34% by 2020 and 42% by 2025. The emissions targets are, however, not subject to a legally binding instrument, and this means that countries may opt out. Russia’s position is interesting in this group. It did not support the Kyoto Protocol second commitment period and always stated the position that both developed and developing countries should have binding obligations. Nevertheless, the country has made voluntary pledges under the Paris Agreement to reduce its emissions to 25%–30% below 1990 levels by 2030 and in 2015 showed its willingness in committing to the targets.

It is evident that all the BRICS countries position themselves as active actors in the international climate change arena, setting goals according to their economic possibilities and political willingness. However, ensuring compliance with international commitments is one of the main challenges for the BRICS countries. Proper implementation of many of the new climate targets will involve a great deal of commitment from the states. It is unrealistic, however, to assume that all BRICS states have the same institutional and financial capacity to implement these goals at once or within the same period. The differences in the domestic policies and regulations related to climate issues is stark.

To summarize the efforts and results in changing the domestic policy and legislation in the BRICS countries, it would be reasonable to mention that climate change has undoubtedly become a key concern for the governments of all the countries as they endeavor to align climate change issues as a priority for state development. All BRICS countries have adopted climate change strategies in which they outline the steps necessary to achieve the emissions reduction goals. With regard to the legislation without which climate change policies are unlikely to be realized, it is clear that Brazil, India, and China have been quite successful in adopting new laws and regulations. The three countries are taking action on many fronts to regulate environmental issues, natural resource management, agriculture, forest regulations, and climate

change mitigation. On the contrary, Russian domestic climate-related legislation (laws on environmental protection, forest management, and agriculture) remains weak due to the lack of efficient legal instruments, economic incentives, and political will. While Brazil, India, and China also address a number of other sustainability issues, such as pollution, energy efficiency, and the use of non-fossil fuel sources of energy, Russia, in its Energy Strategy, confirms priorities in the hydrocarbon, nuclear, and hydropower sectors. Russian plans on the development of new renewable energy sources are vague. At the same time, India and China are becoming global leaders in the renewable energy sector, developing legislation on alternative sources (solar energy, wind energy). The same is true for Brazil, which has proven to be a world leader in low carbon agriculture and biofuels. However, with the boom in Brazil’s oil and gas industry, its GHG emissions from fossil fuels are projected to increase rapidly.

For better implementation of climate change targets it is crucial to enact regional programs, which are on the rise in China’s provinces and India’s states, while in Russia funding for the implementation of climate change goals is dependent on future plans for socio-economic development and government programs still to be adopted.

One of the main areas and the topic of dialogue among the BRICS countries is sustainable development, environmental protection, and the climate change problem. This means that all BRICS countries need to foster further discussion and cooperation on climate change regulations and work out a unified legislation at their domestic levels. They could strive for developing an obligatory legal framework to fight climate change collectively. This possibility was mentioned, for example, at the Environmental Ministers meeting where they discussed proposals of mutual cooperation to tackle issues of water, air, industrial pollution, waste management, and sewerage treatment. Especially for Russia, it could be beneficial to borrow from its BRICS partners’ experience in effective regulations on energy efficiency, industry standards, and best available technology, which could help in effective implementation of climate change targets.

As clearly seen from the analysis above, the BRICS countries are already doing much in the area of the green economy. The executive director of the United Nations Environmental Program, Achim Steiner, at the BRICS Environmental Ministers meeting in Moscow, highlighted some of the progress made in renewables among BRICS countries. He mentioned that in recent years China has had the biggest renewable energy investments, at US $83.3 billion; South Africa had a 5% increase in renewable energy investment equal to US $5.5 billion in 2014; Brazil’s investments in renewables
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amounted to US $7.4 billion, with wind attracting 84% of that investment. India's renewable energy investment reached US $2.4 billion in 2014, with wind attracting nearly half of the total investment; and India pledges to raise solar production to 100 gigawatts by 2022.\footnote{Agathe Maupin & Elizabeth Sidiropoulos, \textit{BRICS and Climate Change}, South African Institute of International Affairs, July 6, 2015 (Aug. 1, 2016), available at http://www.saiia.org.za/opinion-analysis/brics-and-climate-change.}

Energy has featured in the declarations of the BRICS group since its inception, as has reference to the green economy and climate change. Individually, there have been areas where BRICS have become leaders in technologies: three of the top five solar photovoltaic firms are Chinese, while in the wind sector Indian and Chinese companies are also among the leaders.\footnote{\textit{BRICS Environment Ministers Discuss Green Economy, Climate Change}, Climate Change Policy and Practice, News, April 22, 2015 (Aug. 1, 2016), available at http://climate-l.iisd.org/news/brics-environment-ministers-discuss-green-economy-climate-change/.} At the same time, Russia is a major fossil fuel producer and South Africa has vast deposits of coal. The main challenges for renewable energy development in Russia are the lack of financial support mechanisms and a deficit of related legislation. Research in the area does not receive proper state support, and there is no system of special industrial standards.

Clearly, the commitment of the BRICS countries largely depends on developed countries taking action first and providing funding to developing countries for mitigation and adaptation measures, which include renewable technologies. Considering that Russia is an Annex I Party to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and a powerful leader within its region, any contributions on finance and means of implementation would be expected to place Russia in a donor position rather than in a position as a recipient, as most of BRICS countries' cohorts posit themselves. Exact figures on national climate finance contribution are scant in Russia, but the country does arguably provide support to former soviet countries and other allies.\footnote{Amorim, \textit{supra} note 118.} For instance, Russia made a unique contribution towards supporting the Sustainable Development Goals in countries in Europe, the CIS, and beyond in April 2016 in the framework of the Russia–UNDP Trust Fund established in June 2015, which launched with initial funding of US $25 million. The Fund was designed to help “mitigate the negative effects of climate change,” according to a Russian government decree of April 2016.\footnote{\textit{Russia Pledges $10 Million to Help Mitigate Climate Impact in Developing Countries}, United Nations Development Programme in Europe and Central Asia, April 22, 2016 (Aug. 1, 2016), available at http://www.eurasia.undp.org/content/rbec/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2016/04/22/russia-pledges-10-million-to-help-mitigate-climate-impact-in-developing-countries.html.}

Also, cooperation between Russia and India in the energy sector is on the rise, and though more evident in sectors such as oil, gas, and nuclear power, the renewable sector is slowly gaining momentum. While Russia has participated in a number of
hydropower projects across India, the promising solar sector lags behind. The Russian Energy Agency and Solar Energy Corporation of India signed a Memorandum of Understanding for several large-scale solar photovoltaic power plants in December 2015. The initial pilot project of up to 500 MW is, however, just at the “initial planning stage.” Thus, Russia and the other BRICS countries have the potential to cooperate in the field of renewable energy through the exchange of technology, investment in the sector, and the participation of their energy companies in each other’s domestic market. Initiating joint renewable energy projects with other BRICS states, Russia will be able to fulfill its commitment obligations under Article 4 of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and Article 9 of the Paris Agreement, i.e. “take all practicable steps to promote, facilitate and finance the transfer of, or access to, environmentally sound technologies and know-how to other Parties, particularly developing country Parties, to enable them to implement the provisions of the Convention.” On the assumption that Russia will support the development and enhancement of endogenous capacities and technologies of BRICS countries, it can take a leadership position in the group.

In the various international discussions and meetings on climate change (including COP processes) BRICS countries do not negotiate as a group. All the BRICS countries (barring Russia) are part of a larger group, the G77 + China group, which includes smaller groups such as the Least Developed Countries (LDC), among others. In addition, four of the five BRICS countries are members of the informal grouping created at the Copenhagen Summit in 2009, the BASIC group. These countries have been meeting on the margins of various global gatherings, with their most recent meeting and ministerial statement taking place in June 2015 at the UN headquarters in New York City. At the Copenhagen Climate Conference in 2009, Russia distanced itself from the other BRICS countries. This might be considered a deficiency in strengthening the BRICS role in global governance. What is clear though is that the BRICS countries have a responsibility to play a central role together with players from the industrialized world in driving climate change negotiations, leading to effective binding regulations in 2020–2030. Moreover, it is important for the Russian Federation to show more leadership in this area so as to maintain credibility on the world stage. In any event, the BRICS countries cannot afford to ignore this issue, because one of them, Russia, is the world’s largest producer of energy resources and another, China, is the world’s greatest consumer of these resources.

To change the situation, the BRICS Environment Ministers at their first meeting in 2015 in Russia decided to: establish a Working Group on the environment to

---
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identify and discuss priority areas of cooperation; explore the potential of the BRICS New Development Bank for funding environmental projects; explore the possibility of establishing a collaborative platform of the BRICS countries, intended to share best environmental practices and facilitate the exchange of environmentally sound technologies and know-how with the participation of public and private stakeholders; and hold regular meetings of the Environment Ministers of BRICS. BRICS is capable of serving as a useful platform in two ways: first, to seek convergence among its members (given their different priorities and approaches) and, second, to prepare and present a common position, which would carry the weight of the entire group in the global arena. The climate change issue could be a key issue enabling the BRICS countries, acting as a bloc, to take the lead in the discourse on sustainable development and climate change, the format of which will undergo inevitable changes in the coming decades.
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